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Message to Educators

Dear Educator,

We understand that this has been a challenging year for school communities. Now,
more than ever before, we know how important it is for students to maintain their
reading level and educational progress over the summer months. We are thrilled to
introduce our Summer Learning program for 2021 and supplemental Summer Learning
Educator Guide. This shift to Summer Learning reflects The New York Public Library’s
commitment to inspiring children and young adults to become lifelong learners.

The theme for Summer Learning this year is Imagine Together. If you’re planning on
assigning summer reading to your students, we encourage you to include some of the
books on this list. Many of these titles are available in both print and digital, which will
help meet the needs of all learners.

The New York Public Library also has extensive resources available online this summer
to provide additional educational activities and crafts, engage your students with their
community, and foster a love of learning. From author talks to at-home crafts to fun
STEAM activities, the Library is your students’ source of fun and learning. To find out
everything happening at the Library this summer, visit: nypl.org/summer

The goals of Summer Learning are simple:
● To encourage students to become lifelong learners
● To connect students and families with the Library’s resources
● To expose students to diverse authors and characters

Happy learning,

School Outreach at The New York Public Library

http://www.nypl.org/summer


How to Use This Guide

While you can feel free to use this guide however works best for you and your
classroom, below are some tips and tricks to making the most out of it!

1. Get a New York Public Library card. To get a New York Public Library card, apply
in-person at any open branch library, apply online on The New York Public Library’s
website here, or apply using SimplyE, our free e-reader app, by downloading the app for
iOS and Android devices. Tutorials on how to get a library card are available for iOS and
Android, which can be shared with your students and their caregivers.

2. Access the books listed in this guide using our catalog. The New York Public
Library catalog allows patrons to search for titles, see what is available, and place holds
on titles to be picked up at an open branch library. To learn more about our Grab & Go
Service, as well as how to place a hold in our catalog, check out this video. To discover
how to manage your New York Public Library account online, take a look at this video.

3. Access our remote learning resources. The New York Public Library provides access
to hundreds of digital resources, available with a library card. Many of these resources
are available remotely, and can be used in virtual, in-person, or hybrid classroom
settings. Our most popular resources for educators can be found here. All digital
resources listed in this guide are available with a library card.

4. Use this guide to create your summer reading assignments. By selecting titles from
The New York Public Library’s Summer Learning Educator List, you can ensure that you
are choosing books that are accessible for students through the public library. This guide
also has discussion questions, activities, and digital resources available to library card
holders, so that you don’t have to stress!

5. Learn more about new and existing titles that might work for your classroom
library or school library. These titles have been selected for this list by expert librarians
who work regularly with children, teens, and school communities. Any of these materials
would make great additions to your classroom or school library!

6. Recommend these titles to your students—or invite a librarian in to do a book talk
with them! Even if you don’t use the books in this guide for your summer reading
assignments, these titles are diverse, engaging, and fun reads that students will enjoy. If
you’re not familiar with them, no worries! Invite a librarian to come to your virtual
classroom by emailing schoolvisits@nypl.org.

https://www.nypl.org/library-card/new
https://www.nypl.org/books-music-movies/ebookcentral/simplye
https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1046583900?pt=463465&ct=nypl_website_simplye&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.nypl.simplified.simplye&referrer=utm_source%3Dnypl.org%26utm_medium%3Dreferral%26utm_content%3Dnypl_website_simplye2%26utm_campaign%3Dnypl_website_simplye2
https://vimeo.com/432920256
https://vimeo.com/432920207
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/homepage?lang=eng
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/homepage?lang=eng
https://www.nypl.org/about/grab-and-go
https://vimeo.com/416174693
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases
https://www.nypl.org/about/remote-resources/educators/digital-resources
mailto:schoolvisits@nypl.org


7. Pair the titles in this guide with Beanstack, The New York Public Library’s Summer
Learning app. As an educator, you can register your entire class with Beanstack. Learn
more about the app, as well as how to register your class, on our NYPL for Educators
Vimeo channel here. Students can log their reading in this app and earn badges for their
hard work along the way!

8. Collaborate with the School Outreach team at The New York Public Library. Meet
one-on-one to discuss all the possibilities to collaborate with your local school outreach
librarian, or take a look at our Menu of Virtual Services.

9. If you want more information on Summer Learning at The New York Public Library,
attend our webinar on May 6 from 2:30 to 3:30 PM. This informational session will
give you insight into everything that NYPL is offering educators and students this
summer! Check out this professional development opportunity, and others, here.

10. Check out some additional external resources that will help you use these books
with your school community:

Importance of Diverse Books
○ 5 Reasons Why You Should Read a Diverse Book for Your Next Community

Read from We Need Diverse Books
○ 14 readers tell us why diverse books are so important from Scholastic’s 'On Our

Minds' Blog
○ Students Have a Right and a Need to Read Diverse Books from the National

Council of English Teachers Blog
○ Why Diverse Classroom Libraries Matter from Edutopia
○ Why We Need Diverse Books from the National Education Association

Using Graphic Novels in the Classroom
○ A Guide to Using Graphic Novels with Children and Teens from Scholastic
○ Graphic Novels Belong In Your English Class. Here’s How to Use Them. from

Education Week
○ Teaching Strategies for Graphic Novels from Buffalo Library
○ Teaching with Graphic Novels from School Library Journal

Motivating Reluctant Readers
○ 6 Effective Strategies to Motivate Reluctant Readers from Resilient Educator
○ How Can I Encourage a Reluctant Reader? from Common Sense Media
○ How to Engage Reluctant Readers from TeachHUB

https://vimeo.com/channels/1581320
https://vimeo.com/429355358
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1qjyAfxh1zXSWaKymCxM5n8THbGKPv51pCPZWrtBIS9I/edit
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/explore-summer-learning-at-the-new-york-public-library-registration-149348564577
https://diversebooks.org/5-reasons-why-you-should-read-a-diverse-book-for-your-next-community-read/
https://diversebooks.org/5-reasons-why-you-should-read-a-diverse-book-for-your-next-community-read/
https://oomscholasticblog.com/post/14-readers-tell-us-why-diverse-books-are-so-important
https://oomscholasticblog.com/post/14-readers-tell-us-why-diverse-books-are-so-important
https://ncte.org/blog/2017/09/students-right-need-read-diverse-books/
https://ncte.org/blog/2017/09/students-right-need-read-diverse-books/
https://www.edutopia.org/article/why-diverse-classroom-libraries-matter
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/why-we-need-diverse-books
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-plans/teaching-content/guide-using-graphic-novels-children-and-teens/
https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/opinion-graphic-novels-belong-in-your-english-class-heres-how-to-use-them/2019/03
https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/opinion-graphic-novels-belong-in-your-english-class-heres-how-to-use-them/2019/03
https://www.buffalolib.org/sites/default/files/getgraphic/Teachers/TeachingStrategiesforGraphicNovels.pdf
https://www.slj.com/?detailStory=the-graphic-advantage-teaching-with-graphic-novels
https://resilienteducator.com/classroom-resources/how-to-motivate-reluctant-readers/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/reading/how-can-i-encourage-a-reluctant-reader
https://www.teachhub.com/teaching-strategies/2019/12/how-to-engage-reluctant-readers/


School-Age Titles



Red Panda & Moon Bear by Jarod Roselló

Availability
Print

Synopsis
Red Panda and Moon Bear are used to handling lost cats and
bullies, but they will need some new friends to deal with ghosts,
robots, and alien invaders.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 230
● Genre: Graphic Novel; Action & Adventure
● Page Count: 188 p.

Themes
Friendship; Brothers and Sisters; Monsters; Supernatural; Own Voices

Discussion Questions
1. What adventures have you gone on with your friends or siblings? In what ways were

they like Red Panda and Moon Bear’s adventures? In what ways are they different?
2. Stories can be told in many different formats: chapter books, picture books, graphic

novels...why do you think the author chose to tell this story in graphic novel form?
3. If you were a superhero, what would you name yourself? Would it be after an animal, like

the characters in this story, or would it be something else?

Additional Titles
● Hilo: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth by Judd Winick (book one in a series)
● Amulet: The Stonekeeper by Kabu Kibuishi (book one in a series)

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21989032__Sred%20panda%20and%20moon%20bear__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SHilo%3A%20The%20Boy%20Who%20Crashed%20to%20Earth__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SAmulet%3A%20The%20Stonekeeper__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Digital Resources
● Scholastic Go!: The characters in this book are named for animals! Do a little digging

on Scholastic Go! and find out what red pandas and moon bears look like, and where
they come from!

● Tumblebooks: If you liked this story, check out more graphic novels on Tumblebooks!

Activities
1. Draw your own comic about an adventure that you’ve been on in your local community.

Think about what local places you would like to include in your comic, and what real life
story you want to tell!

2. Design your own superhero gear! What would it look like? What colors would you
choose? Why? How would the gear help you with your superpowers?

https://www.nypl.org/node/481945
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebooks


Planting Stories: the Life of Librarian and Storyteller
Pura Belpré by Anika Aldamuy Denise and
illustrated by Paola Escobar

Availability
Print, e-Book, e-Audiobook
Languages: English and Spanish

Synopsis
Nonfiction picture book about the life and legacy of Pura
Belpré, the first Puerto Rican librarian in New York City.

"From the author of Monster Truck and Starring Carmen
comes a gorgeous and lyrical story about Pura Belpré, a
Puerto Rican librarian who changed the world."  —Provided
by publisher.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 860
● Genre: Nonfiction Picture Book
● Page Count: unpaged
● Awards & Honors:

○ 2020 Pura Belpré Author Honor Book
○ ALA Notable Children's Books - Younger Readers Category: 2020
○ Notable Books for a Global Society: 2020
○ School Library Journal Best Nonfiction Books: 2019

Themes
Biography; Libraries; New York City; Own Voices

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SPlanting%20Stories%3A%20The%20Life%20of%20Librarian%20and%20Storyteller%20Pura%20Belpre__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SPlanting%20Stories%3A%20The%20Life%20of%20Librarian%20and%20Storyteller%20Pura%20Belpre__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SPlanting%20Stories%3A%20The%20Life%20of%20Librarian%20and%20Storyteller%20Pura%20Belpre__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. What is a biography? Is a biography fiction or nonfiction? What are some of the different

ways that you can tell if a book is a biography?
2. Pura Belpré has a book award named after her: the Pura Belpré Award! This award

recognizes Latinx authors who write about Latinx experiences. After reading this story,
why do you think she has an award like this named after her?

3. What words would you use to describe the illustrations in the book?

Additional Titles
● Hidden Figures: The True Story of Four Black Women and the Space Race by Margot

Lee Shetterly and illustrated by Laura Freeman
● The Oldest Student by Rita L. Hubbard and illustrated by Oge Mora

Digital Resources
● Digital Collections at NYPL: Check out what your neighborhood library used to look

like using the NYPL Digital Collections and searching for the name of the branch closest
to you!

● BookFlix: Check out this Scholastic read aloud resource, which includes a section all
about people and places!

Activities
1. Pura Belpré was the first Puerto Rican librarian in New York City. Have you been to your

local library? Check out NYPL.org with the help of your parents and discover fun virtual
programs, engaging resources, and new and diverse books you can borrow! You can
even sign up for a library card on SimplyE or at an open branch!

2. Librarians are storytellers! Tell your own story through using words or pictures, then
share it with a family member or friend!

3. Practice reading aloud, just like a librarian! Grab your favorite book and read it to family
or friends.

http://www.ala.org/awardsgrants/pura-belpr%C3%A9-award
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SHidden%20Figures%3A%20The%20True%20Story%20of%20Four%20Black%20Women%20and%20the%20Space%20Race__Ff%3Afacetfields%3Atitle%3Atitle%3ATitle%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X0?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Oldest%20Student__Ff%3Afacetfields%3Atitle%3Atitle%3ATitle%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X0?lang=eng&suite=def
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/bookflix


A Green Place to Be: The Creation of Central Park
by Ashley Benham Yazdani

Availability
Print

Synopsis
Nonfiction picture book tells the story of Central Park and
how it was created out of barren swampland in the 1850s.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 750
● Genre: Picture Book

● Page Count: 40p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ Golden Kite Award: Picture Book Text
○ International Literacy Association Children's and Young Adults' Book Awards:

Children's Nonfiction (post-2001 winners)

Themes
New York City; Central Park; Geography; Historical Fiction; Picture books for children

Discussion Questions
1. What are some of the activities you like to do at the park?
2. What are some of New York City’s most famous City Parks? Which ones have you

visited?
3. What is your favorite time of the year to visit the park? Why?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21790185__SA%20Green%20Place%20to%20Be%3A%20The%20Creation%20of%20Central%20Park%20by%20Ashley%20Benham%20Yazdani__Orightresult__X1?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21790185__SA%20Green%20Place%20to%20Be%3A%20The%20Creation%20of%20Central%20Park%20by%20Ashley%20Benham%20Yazdani__Orightresult__X1?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● A Walk in New York by Salvatore Rubbino
● Our California by Pam Muñoz Ryan; illustrated by Rafael López
● ABC NYC: a book about seeing New York City by Joanne Dugan; design by Pamela

Hovland

Digital Resources
● Bookflix: Read and watch other stories about Animals and Nature
● Scholastic Teachables: Provides students with Informational worksheets to learn more

about Central Park.
● Check out NYPL’s blog: Nature Poems for Poetry Month

Activities
1. Create your own map of your neighborhood park, what are some of the symbols and

landmarks you would like to include in your map?
2. Write a short story about Central Park or your community park and what the park means

to you.
3. The author/illustrator used watercolor technique to create the images in the book. Paint a

picture of your favorite location in the park.
4. Visit a city park, draw all of the animals, insects, and other interesting objects you

discovered on your nature walk. And tell us, what do the objects remind you of?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb18091370__SA%20walk%20in%20New%20York%20Rubbino%2C%20Salvatore__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb17785955__SOur%20California%20Ryan%2C%20Pam%20Munoz__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb17350625__SABC%20NYC%20Dugan%2C%20Joanne__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/bookflix
https://www.nypl.org/node/482231
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2012/04/23/nature-poems-poetry-month


Saturday by Oge Mora

Availability
Print, eBook, Digital Audiobook, DVD

Synopsis
When all of their special Saturday plans go awry,
Ava and her mother still find a way to appreciate
one another and their time together.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 600
● Genre: Picture Book
● Page Count: 40 p.

● Awards & Honors:
○ NYPL Best Books of 2019
○ School Library Journal Best Picture Books of 2019
○ Kirkus Reviews Best Children's Books of 2019

Themes
Adaptability; Celebrating Identity; Mother and Daughter; Own Voices

Discussion Questions
1. What are some of Ava’s favorite things to do with her mother on a Saturday? What types

of activities do you love to do with family or friends?
2. What are some of the things that go wrong with their plans for the day? How would you

feel if these happened to you?
3. Did Ava and her mom have a good day or a bad day? How would you describe your

perfect day?

Additional Titles
● Me & Mama by Cozbi A. Cabrera
● A Night Out with Mama by Quvenzhane Wallis

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Ssaturday%20oge%20mora__Orightresult__U?searched_from=header_search&timestamp=1616081303529&lang=eng
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SMe%20%26%20Mama%20Cozbi%20A.%20Cabrera__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21345931__SA%20Night%20Out%20with%20Mama%20__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def


Digital Resources
● Activity Kit for Saturday by Oge Mora from Little, Brown and Company Books for Young

Readers
● TumbleBooks: Search for the subject “identity” and read one of the picture books you

find online. How does it compare to the story about Ava and her mother?

Activities
1. Write a poem or short story about your perfect day with a friend or family member.

Where did you go and what did you do?
2. Act out a scene from the book in which something goes wrong with Ava and her

mother’s plan for the day. You can even write new dialogue to make Ava or her mom feel
better about what happens at the park or after the hair salon.

https://www.lbyr.com/titles/oge-mora/saturday/9780316431279/
https://www.lbyr.com/titles/oge-mora/saturday/9780316431279/
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebooks


Last Stop on Market Street by Matt de la Peña and
illustrated by Christian Robinson

Availability
Print, E-Book, E-Audiobook

Synopsis
A young boy rides the bus across town with his
grandmother and learns to appreciate the beauty in
everyday things.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 610
● Genre: Picture Book
● Word Count: 757

● Awards & Honors: ALA Notable Children’s Books 2016, Newbery Medal, Notable Books
for a Global Society 2016, Coretta Scott King Book Awards, Illustrator Honor 2016

Themes
Community; City Life; Buses; Grandmother and Grandchild; Gratitude

Discussion Questions
1. CJ sees a lot of different people on his bus ride with Nana.  Who was the most

interesting character on the bus ride to you and why?
2. CJ and his nana rode the bus to a help out at a soup kitchen.   What are some ways you

can help out in your community?
3. Nana has a good attitude about everything in this story.  What are some things you can

do to have a positive mindset? What are some things you are grateful for?

Additional Titles
● Nana in the City by Lauren Castillo
● Thank You Omu! By Oge Mora

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28last%20stop%20on%20market%20street%29%20%28matt%20de%20la%20pe%C3%B1a%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28last%20stop%20on%20market%20street%29%20%28matt%20de%20la%20pe%C3%B1a%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SNana%20in%20the%20City%20by%20Lauren%20Castillo__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThank%20You%20Omu%21%20oge%20mora__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


● Nana Akua Goes to School by Tricia Elam Walker

Digital Resources
● Watch the story come to life by viewing the e-video of the book!
● BookFlix: Read and watch other stories about families and communities.

Activities
1. Take a walk through your neighborhood and take a good look.  Do you see your

neighbors, birds, trees? Draw a picture of some of the beautiful things and people you
see.

2. Think about the different ways to get around your city.  Compare and contrast different
modes of transportation.

3. What is your favorite song? Play the song and close your eyes so that you can feel the
magic of music. How did you feel? You can draw a picture or have a conversation with
the class to share how you felt.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SNana%20Akua%20Goes%20to%20School%20__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22291537__Slast%20stop%20on%20market%20street__P0%2C3__Orightresult__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/bookflix


The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson and
illustrated by Rafael López

Availability
Print, eBook

Synopsis
Other students laugh when Rigoberto, an immigrant
from Venezuela, introduces himself but later, he
meets Angelina and discovers that he is not the only
one who feels like an outsider.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 980
● Genre: Picture Book
● Page Count: 32 p.

Themes
Individuality; Immigration; Friendship

Discussion Questions
1. Why is the book called The Day You Begin?
2. Think of one of your friends. How did you meet? What are some things you have in

common and some things that are different between the two of you?
3. How would you greet someone new at school? What type of things could you say to

make them feel welcomed?

Additional Titles
● Just Ask! by Sonia Sotomayor

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Day%20You%20Begin%20by%20Jacqueline%20Woodson%20and%20illustrated%20by%20Rafael%20L%C3%B3pez__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Day%20You%20Begin%20by%20Jacqueline%20Woodson%20and%20illustrated%20by%20Rafael%20L%C3%B3pez__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SJust%20Ask%21%20sonia%20sotomayor__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Digital Resources
● Penguin Random House Guide to the Works of Jacqueline Woodson
● TumbleBooks: Explore other picture books about the subject of immigration. How are

they similar or different from this book?

Activities
1. Draw a picture of you and a friend next to each other. Near the center of the paper, draw

all of the things you have in common. On the edges of the paper, draw all of the things
that make you different.

2. Take turns with each of your classmates, saying one thing that you think is completely
unique about you and one thing that you think is shared by almost everyone. When it is
your classmate’s turn, raise your hand if the statement applies to you.

http://images.randomhouse.com/teachers_guides/9780399246531.pdf
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebooks


Fry Bread by Kevin Noble Maillard and illustrated by
Juana Martinez-Neal

Availability Print
E-Book, E-Audiobook, E-Video, DVD

Synopsis

Using illustrations that show the diversity in
Native America and spare poetic text that
emphasizes fry bread in terms of
provenance, this volume tells the story of a
post-colonial food that is a shared tradition
for Native American families all across the
North American continent. Includes a recipe
and an extensive author note that delves into
the social ways, foodways, and politics of
America's 573 recognized tribes.

Teaching Information
● Lexile Kindergarten - 2
● Genre Picture books for children; Stories in rhyme
● Page Count 48 p.
● Awards & Honors

○ ALA Notable Children's Books - Younger Readers Category: 2020
○ Notable Books for a Global Society: 2020
○ Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Medal
○ School Library Journal Best Picture Books: 2019

Themes
Own voices, Traditions, Cooking

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28fry%20bread%29%20%28Kevin%20Noble%20Maillard%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28fry%20bread%29%20%28Kevin%20Noble%20Maillard%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28fry%20bread%29%20%28Kevin%20Noble%20Maillard%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. The story describes what fry bread is. Close your eyes and pick one description of fry

bread that stood out to you. Which description of fry bread spoke to you the most. Why?
2. The story briefly speaks about stolen land and feeling like strangers on your own land.

Discuss what this means and how one’s identity can form and shape from this
experience.

3. Do you have any stories or recipes that have been passed down generation to
generation, how might this shape you and how you see yourself in the world?

4. Illustrations are very important to move a story forward, what stood out to you in the
artwork?

Additional Titles
● Freedom Soup by Tami Charles
● Hot, hot roti for Dada-ji by F. Zia

Digital Resources
● Check out this blog Kids Books About Food & Cooking That Bring A Lot to the Table
● Scholastic Teachables: Use the “My Recipe” worksheet to help students create a

classroom cookbook

Activities
1. Have students try making fry bread.
2. Ask students to get a family recipe and make a classroom cookbook.
3. Write a love letter to a family tradition.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Freedom%20Soup%29%20%28tami%20charles%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28hot%2C%20hot%20roti%20for%20dada%29%20%28f.%20zia%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2020/09/22/kids-books-food-cooking
https://www.nypl.org/node/482231


Maybe Something Beautiful: How Art Transformed a
Neighborhood by F. Isabel Campoy and illustrated
by Rafael López

Availability
Print, eBook, eAudiobook, eVideo, DVD

Synopsis
Mira lives in a gray and hopeless urban community until a
muralist arrives and, along with his paints and brushes,
brings color, joy, and togetherness to Mira and her
neighbors.

Teaching Information
● Lexile:  580L
● Genre: Picture books for children, Realistic Fiction
● Page Count: 40 p.
● Awards & Honors: ALA Notable Children's Books - All Ages Category: 2017, Tomas

Rivera Mexican American Children's Book Award, International Latino Book Awards,
2000-2020

Themes
Artistic endeavors, Community

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Maybe%20something%20beautiful%29%20a%3A%28F.%20Isabel%20Campoy%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Maybe%20something%20beautiful%29%20a%3A%28F.%20Isabel%20Campoy%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Maybe%20something%20beautiful%29%20a%3A%28F.%20Isabel%20Campoy%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. What is a mural? Have you ever seen a mural in your community or any other place you

have visited?
2. As you are reading through the pages, what did you notice about the artwork?
3. The whole community joins Mira and the muralist to bring the neighborhood to life. What

are some of the benefits of working as a team?

Additional Titles
● My Pen by Christopher Myers
● Hey, Wall : A Story of Art and Community by Susan Verde

Digital Resources
● NYPL Digital Collections: Use this resource to search your community and see how

much it has changed over the years
● BrainPOP: Explore the art section on BrainPOP to learn more about architecture, pop

art, color, painting, and so much more!

Activities
1. You were given the opportunity to create a mural in your community. Where will the

mural be painted and who would you invite you to help you? On a piece of paper, draw
what the mural would look like!

2. Think about what makes your school community unique. Search through magazines
and cut out pictures or be creative and draw your own! In the middle of the paper, put
your name and then put the images around your name. Once everyone has completed,
tape the masterpiece together and display it in the classroom, in the hallways, etc.!

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28My%20Pen%29%20%28Christopher%20Myers%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Hey%2C%20Wall%20%3A%20A%20Story%20of%20Art%20and%20Community%29%20%28%20Susan%20Verde%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/brainpop


The Gaither Sisters Trilogy (One Crazy Summer,
P.S. Be Eleven, Gone Crazy in Alabama) by Rita
Williams Garcia

Availability
Print, E-Book, E-Audiobook

Synopsis
One Crazy Summer
In the summer of 1968, after travelling from Brooklyn to
Oakland, California, to spend a month with the mother they
barely know, eleven-year-old Delphine and her two younger
sisters arrive to a cold welcome as they discover that their
mother, a dedicated poet and printer, is resentful of the
intrusion of their visit and wants them to attend a nearby
Black Panther summer camp.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 750

● Genre: Historical Fiction
● Page Count: 240 p.
● Awards & Honors: ALA Notable Children’s Books, Coretta Scott King Award, School

Library Journal Best Books, Scott O’Dell Historical Fiction Award

Themes
Family/Sisters; Civil Rights; Black Panther Party; Summer; Own Voices

Discussion Questions
1. Delphine is the oldest of her sisters and is often left in charge of them.  How do you think

Delphine feels about having to take care of her little sisters? Do you think she does a
good job with this responsibility?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sone%20crazy%20summer%20rita%20williams-garcia__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SP.S.%20Be%20Eleven%20rita%20williams-garcia__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SGone%20Crazy%20In%20Alabama%20rita%20williams-garcia__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


2. What did you think of Delphine’s mother?  How would you describe Cecile? Is she
“motherly”?

3. This story takes place in 1968.  What do you know about the 1960’s? What did you learn
about that time period from reading this book?  What are some similarities and
differences between then and now?

Additional Titles
Check out the other titles in this series; P.S. Be Eleven and Gone Crazy in Alabama as well as:

● My Life as an Ice Cream Sandwich by Ibi Zoboi
● Penny from Heaven by Jennifer L. Holm
● Some Places More Than Others by Renee Watson

Digital Resources
● World Book Online: Use this encyclopedia to learn more about the Black Panther Party
● FreedomFlix: Check out this database which brings history to life. Read up on the

1960’s and the Civil Rights Movement.

Activities
1. Research the Black Panther Party.  Who were the leaders? What was their mission?

What kind of work did they do?
2. Cecile and Fern enjoy writing poetry.  Write a poem about your dream summer vacation.
3. Write a letter to Cecile from one of her daughters. Think about all of things that they  may

be feeling and things they might want to say.   Ask the questions they might want
answers to.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SPenny%20from%20Heaven__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/world-book-online-reference-center
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/freedomflix


Meet Yasmin by Saadia Faruqi and illustrated by
Hatem Aly

Availability
Print and E-Book

Synopsis
Pakistani American second grader Yasmin learns to
cope with the small problems of school and home,
while gaining confidence in her own skills and
creative abilities.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 530
● Genre: Early Chapter Books
● Page Count: 89 p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ SLJ Best Books 2018

Themes
Pakistani Americans; Muslim Girls; Muslim Families; School; Self Confidence; Creativity; Own
Voices

Discussion Questions
1. Yasmin is a very creative second grader.  What does it mean to be creative? What ways

did you see Yasmin using her creativity?
2. Yasmin gets separated from her mother during an outing. How do you think she felt

when she couldn’t find her mother? What are some good ways to get help if you get
separated from an adult while you are out?

3. Yasmin can’t think of anything to make for her school’s art contest.  Have you every
been stuck on a class project before?  What are some things you can do if you feel stuck
on an assignment or project?  What is your favorite kind of art to make?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28meet%20yasmin%29%20%28Saadia%20Faruqi%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28meet%20yasmin%29%20%28Saadia%20Faruqi%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● Accidental Trouble Magnet: Planet Omar Series by Zanib Mian
● Lola Levine is Not Mean by Monica Brown
● My Family Adventure by Jacqueline Jules

Digital Resources
● Kids InfoBits: Check out this reference database for the youngest researchers.  Search

the database to learn more about the country of Pakistan.
● Mango Languages: Learn a new language with this interactive database that provides

step by step lesson plans for 71 different languages, including Urdu.

Activities
1. Explore Yasmin’s family country of Pakistan by doing a little research.  Find out what the

country looks like on a map.  What continent is Pakistan on?  Find at least 3 interesting
facts about Pakistan.

2. Yasmin is very creative with her art and fashion. Create a map of your neighborhood like
Yasmin did.  Include all of your favorite places and the things that make it special.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SAccidental%20Trouble%20Magnet__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Slola%20levine%20is%20not%20mean%20monica%20brown__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SMy%20Family%20Adventure%20jacqueline%20jules__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/kids-infobits
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/mango-languages


Middle Grade Titles



When Stars Are Scattered by Victoria Jamieson and
Omar Mohamed

Availability
Print, eBook, Digital Audiobook

Synopsis
Omar and his younger brother Hassan live in a
refugee camp, and when an opportunity for Omar
to get an education comes along, he must decide
between going to school every day or caring for
his nonverbal brother in this intimate and
touching portrayal of family and daily life in a
refugee camp.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 530
● Genre: Graphic Novel
● Page Count: 264 p.
● Awards & Honors

○ TIME Best Book of the Year
○ National Book Award Finalist
○ School Library Journal Best Book

of 2020
○ Kirkus Best Children’s Book of 2020
○ NYPL Best Book for Kids

Themes
Autobiography; Graphic Novel Memoir; Child Refugees

Discussion Questions
1. What does it mean to be a refugee?
2. How would you stay connected to family members or friends if you were separated?
3. What makes a true friend? How would you define a family?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SWhen%20stars%20are%20scattered%20victoria%20jamieson__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SWhen%20stars%20are%20scattered%20victoria%20jamieson__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● Child Soldier by Jessica Dee Humphreys
● Home of the Brave by Katherine Applegate

Digital Resources
● An Educator’s Guide to When Stars are Scattered
● TumbleBooks: Search for the term “immigration” and read one of the titles. How does

this story compare to the graphic novel?

Activities
1. Watch the trailer for When Stars Are Scattered. Does it make you want to read the

book? How is it different from reading the text?
2. Explore the “facts and figures about refugees'' section on the UNCHR web site. Which

statistic or graphic would you use to convince someone of the importance of addressing
refugee issues?

3. Examine a map of East Africa that shows Mareerey, Somalia, and Dadaab Refugee
Camp in Kenya. What can you tell about these places from looking at the map?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SChild%20Soldier%20Jessica%20Dee%20Humphreys__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SHome%20of%20the%20Brave%20katherine%20applegate__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://storage.googleapis.com/classroom-portal-production/uploads/2020/04/032fc1d8-whenstarsarescattered_edguide_25088_5p.pdf
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebooks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=111ztD-2QaU
https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/teaching-about-refugees.html


Clayton Byrd Goes Underground by Rita
Williams-Garcia

Availability
Print, E-Book, E-Audiobook

Synopsis
Feeling most alive when he plays music with his grandfather,
aspiring bluesman Clayton Byrd is devastated when his
grandfather passes away and his mother forbids him from playing
the blues, losses that compel him to run away in the hope of
joining other bluesmen on the road.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 710
● Genre: Realistic Fiction
● Page Count: 166 p.
● Awards & Honors: ALA Notable Children’s Books (2018), School Library Journal Best

Books (2017)

Themes
Music, Grief, Family, Own Voices

Discussion Questions
1. Clayton is very sad when his grandfather passes away. What do you think he misses

most about his grandfather?
2. Music is a big part of this story.  What do you think the role of the blues plays in this

story?  What do the blues mean to Cool Papa Byrd ? What do the blues mean to
Clayton?  What do the blues mean to Clayton’s mother?

3. In his anger Clayton runs and escapes underground on the trains.  What did Clayton
learn on his train ride?  What are some other ways to deal with our emotions when you
are feeling hurt and angry?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Clayton%20Byrd%20Goes%20Underground%20%29%20%28rita%20williams%20garcia%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Clayton%20Byrd%20Goes%20Underground%20%29%20%28rita%20williams%20garcia%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● Safe at Home by Sharon Robinson
● Bud Not Buddy by Christopher Paul Curtis

Digital Resources
● BrainPOP: Learn about the history of music, musical genres, famous musicians, and

much more.
● ScienceFlix: Watch and read articles on how sound is perceived, vibrations and waves,

and how sound is used.

Activities
1. Look up some blues artists and listen to some of their music.  What does their music

sound like? How does the music make you feel?
2. Use everyday items to create your own musical instrument. You can use paperclips,

rubber bands, empty cans, dry beans, etc.
3. Write your own song! Think about something you’re passionate about and sing or rap

about it.  Maybe it’s your family, friends, sports, etc. Make it unique!

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SSafe%20at%20Home%20Sharon%20Robinson__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sbud%20not%20buddy%20christopher%20paul%20curtis__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/brainpop
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/scienceflix


My Life as an Ice Cream Sandwich by Ibi Zoboi

Availability
Print, Large Print, e-Book, e-Audio

Synopsis
In the summer of 1984, twelve-year-old Ebony-Grace
of Huntsville, Alabama, visits her father in Harlem,
where her fascination with outer space and science
fiction interfere with her finding acceptance.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 830
● Genre: Coming-of-age stories; Historical fiction
● Page Count: 256 p.

Themes
Science Fiction; Character-Driven; New York City

Discussion Questions
1. Why does Ebony-Grace love Star Trek so much? Are there any shows or movies that

are special to you?
2. Take a few minutes to research the year 1984 in which the story is set. What important

events happened? Was there anything you did not understand about the time period?
3. How are Huntsville, Alabama and Harlem different from each other? How is outer space

different from being on earth?

Additional Titles
● Some Places More Than Others by Renee Watson
● Sunny by Jason Reynolds

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Smy%20life%20as%20an%20ice%20cream%20sandwich%20ibi%20zoboi__Orightresult__U?searched_from=header_search&timestamp=1616790499998&lang=eng
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Ssunny%20jason%20reynolds__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Digital Resources
● NYPL Digital Collections: Explore the digital collections to find images of Harlem and

surrounding neighborhoods as well as daily life from the 1980s.|
● TumbleBookLibrary: Search for books about the subject “science fiction”. How would

you define this genre and how does it relate to the book?

Activities
1. Write a short story or poem that includes three references to a movie or TV show you

love. Take turns reading these aloud to your classmates and see if they can spot the
references.

2. Imagine living in a different decade than this one. What year would you choose to be the
same age you are now?

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebooks


The Stonewall Riots: Coming Out in the Streets by
Gayle E. Pitman

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
This book is about the Stonewall Riots, a series of
spontaneous, often violent demonstrations by members of the
gay (LGBTQ+) community in reaction to a police raid that took
place in the early morning hours of June 28, 1969, at the
Stonewall Inn in the Greenwich Village neighborhood of
Manhattan, New York City. The Riots are attributed as the
spark that ignited the LGBTQ+ Movement. The author
describes American gay history leading up to the Riots, the
Riots themselves, and the aftermath, and includes her
interviews of people involved or witnesses, including a woman
who was ten at the time. Profusely illustrated, the book

includes contemporary photos, newspaper clippings among other period objects. A timely and
necessary read, The Stonewall Riots helps readers to understand the history and legacy of the
LGBTQ+ movement.

Teaching Information
● Genre: Nonfiction
● Page Count: 224
● Awards & Honors

○ Starred Review from Shelf Awareness
○ YALSA Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers: 2020

Themes
LGBTQIA+ History, New York City, Gay Rights Movement

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21808804__SThe%20Stonewall%20Riots%3A%20coming%20out%20in%20the%20streets%20by%20Gayle%20E.%20Pitman__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21808804__SThe%20Stonewall%20Riots%3A%20coming%20out%20in%20the%20streets%20by%20Gayle%20E.%20Pitman__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. Who was Marsha P. (Pay it no mind!) Johnson? How is her story integral to the LGBTQ+

rights movement throughout history?
2. What does the story of Diego Vinales reveal about the intersections of sexual identity,

race, and immigration status? How were the raids common in the Sixties and Seventies
indicative of racial injustice toward LGBTQ+ folks?

3. What was the original meaning behind the phrase “Lavender Menace”? How did Rita
Mae Brown and the Radicalesbians use this language to support Lesbian voices in the
LGBTQ+ and Feminist movements?

Additional Titles
● The New Queer Conscience by Adam Eli
● Beyond the Gender Binary by Alok Vaid-Menon
● Stonewall: Breaking Out in the Fight for Gay Rights by Ann Bausum

Digital Resources
● Biography in Context: Marsha P. Johnson was an integral part of the Gay Rights

Movement. Find out more about her here.
● Explora: Learn more about the Stonewall Riot and the Gay Rights Movement.

Activities
1. What does a name communicate?  What does your name mean to you? Make a collage

to tell the story of your name.
2. A short and effective slogan is essential to a protest. Create your own slogans and

design a sign, button, or shirt for a cause you are passionate about.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20New%20Queer%20Conscience%20Adam%20Eli__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SBeyond%20the%20Gender%20Binary%20alok%20vaid-menon__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SStonewall%3A%20Breaking%20Out%20in%20the%20Fight%20for%20Gay%20Rights__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/biography-resource-center
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/explora-middle


Go with the Flow by Lily Williams & Karen
Schneemann

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
"Sophomores Abby, Brit, Christine, and Sasha are fed up.
Hazelton High never has enough tampons. Or pads. Or
adults who will listen. Sick of an administration that puts
football before female health, the girls confront a world that
shrugs—or worse, squirms—at the thought of a menstruation
revolution. They band together to make a change. It’s no
easy task, especially while grappling with everything from
crushes to trig to JV track but they have each other's backs.
That is, until one of the girls goes rogue, testing the limits of
their friendship and pushing the friends to question the power
of their own voices. Now they must learn to work together to

raise each other up. But how do you stand your ground while raising bloody hell?" —Provided
by publisher.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: N/A
● Genre: Graphic Novel
● Page Count: 327 p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ ALA Notable Children's Books - Older Readers Category: 2021

Themes
Female Friendship; Menstruation; High School; Acceptance

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22058285__SGo%20With%20the%20Flow%20by%20Lily%20Williams%20%26%20Karen%20Schneemann__Orightresult__U__X1?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22058285__SGo%20With%20the%20Flow%20by%20Lily%20Williams%20%26%20Karen%20Schneemann__Orightresult__U__X1?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. Why do you think the authors of this story chose to tell this in graphic novel form? Do

you think it would have had the same impact if it had been told in prose, like a traditional
novel?

2. How would you describe each of the four friends Abby, Brit, Christine, Sasha? What are
character traits that you would attribute to each of them? Use textual evidence to support
your claims. Which character do you relate to the most?

3. In this book, the protagonists fight for their needs as young women in a school that lacks
the appropriate supplies they need, like pads and tampons. Why do you think it can be
challenging for girls to talk about periods? Why do you think it is important for books to
talk about female health?

4. Do you think that this book could have been published thirty years ago? Fifty years ago?
Why or why not?

Additional Titles
● Revenge of the Red Club by Kim Harrington
● Period Power by Nadya Okomoto
● Awkward by Svetlana Chmakova

Digital Resources
● Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center: Browse issues to find different topics that

you’re interested in and learn more about opposing viewpoints and the research cited to
back up each side!

● Women’s Magazine Archive: Take a look at how women’s magazines have changed
over time, and the perception of feminism as it has developed over the last century!

Activities
1. The girls in this story are activists, passionately demanding female health be recognized

and not swept under the rug at their school. What are you passionate about? Write a
letter to someone you know about something that you would like to change in your
community.

2. Create a comic that reflects an issue that you’re passionate about.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SRevenge%20of%20the%20Red%20Club__Ff%3Afacetfields%3Atitle%3Atitle%3ATitle%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X0?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%09Period%20power%20%3A%20a%20manifesto%20for%20the%20menstrual%20movement__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SAwkward%20Svetlana%20Chmakova__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/opposing-viewpoints-resource-center
https://www.nypl.org/node/449932


Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson

Availability
Print, eBook, eAudiobook

Synopsis
"When six students are chosen to participate in a weekly talk
with no adults allowed, they discover that when they're
together, it's safe to share the hopes and fears they have to
hide from the rest of the world"-- Provided by publisher.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 630
● Genre: African American fiction; Realistic fiction
● Page Count: 176p.

● Awards & Honors:
○ ALA Notable Children's Books - Older Readers Category: 2019
○ School Library Journal Best Books: 2018
○ YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults: 2019

Themes
Coping with death; Trouble at home

Discussion Questions
1. What is a harbor? When you initially saw the title, what did you think it would be about?

After reading the book, why do you think Jaqueline Woodson chose this title?
2. Six students find common grounds and they begin to meet after school to talk about their

life overall. They are all different, yet they all can relate to each other. Have you
experienced something similar to this with a group of friends?

3. What words of encouragement would you give

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Harbor%20Me%29%20a%3A%28Jacqueline%20Woodson%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● Catching a Storyfish by Janice N. Harrington
● Look Both Ways by Jason Reynolds
● The Benefits of Being an Octopus by Ann Braden

Digital Resources
● TumbleBookCloud: If you enjoyed this book, check out other similar titles in

TumbleBookCloud.
● Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center: Offers material to support differing views and

help students develop critical thinking skills on thousands of current social topics.

Activities
1. Write a letter to Haley, Holly, Esteban, Amari, Tiago, or Ashton. What words of

encouragement would you give them? Can you relate to any of their experiences? As
you read the story, did you stumble upon any questions you would like to ask? You can
write your letters on a paper or give it your own personal touch!

2. Esteban's father uses poetry as a form of expression. How would you express yourself?
Use this form of expression whether it's poetry, dance, art, music, etc., and share it with
your classmates.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SCatching%20a%20Storyfish__Orightresult__U?searched_from=header_search&timestamp=1616691041827&lang=eng
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28look%20both%20ways%29%20%28jason%20reynolds%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28The%20Benefits%20of%20Being%20an%20Octopus%29%20%28ann%20braden%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebookcloud
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/opposing-viewpoints-resource-center


The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street by Karina Yan
Glaser

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
Told that they will have to move out of their Harlem
brownstone just after Christmas, the five Vanderbeeker
children, ages four to twelve, decide to change their reclusive
landlord's mind.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 810
● Genre: Realistic Fiction

● Page Count: 297p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ Junior Library Guild Selections; 2018

Themes
American-African Families; Harlem; New York City

Discussion Questions
1. What does family mean to you?
2. Have you read a story that is similar to The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street?
3. What would you do if you were in the Vanderbeekers situation? Discuss some of the

ways you and your family would try to save your home?

Additional Titles:
All-of-a-kind family by Sydney Taylor
The misadventures of the family Fletcher by Dana Alison Levy

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Vanderbeekers%20of%20141st%20Street%20Karina%20Yan%20Glaser__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Vanderbeekers%20of%20141st%20Street%20Karina%20Yan%20Glaser__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.teachingbooks.net/tb.cgi?wid=77
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb17726465__SAll-of-a-kind%20family__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X6?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb20869699__SThe%20misadventures%20of%20the%20family%20Fletcher__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def


Resources
● The New York Public Library’s Digital Collection supports students with exploring the

beauty of Harlem through wonderful images.
● The American Mosaic: The African American Experience: Students can use this digital

resource to learn about Harlem and its historical landmark.

Activities:
1. Discover Harlem by going on a neighborhood tour. You can visit 141st and compare the

fictional neighborhood in the book to the real Harlem neighborhood.
2. The Vanderbeekers children gave Mr. Biederman a variety of Christmas gifts. Design the

ideal Christmas/ Holiday gift to give to someone special in your life.
3. Pretend you were one of the Vanderbeekers, write a letter to Mr. Biederman that would

change his mind and allow you and your family to stay in your home.

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/african-american-experience


Some Places More Than Others by Renée Watson

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
Amara visits her father's family in Harlem for her twelfth
birthday, hoping to better understand her family and herself,
but New York City is not what she expected. —Provided by
Publisher.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 750
● Genre: Realistic Fiction, Coming-of-Age Stories
● Page Count: 194 p.
● Awards & Honors: ALA Notable Children's Books -

Middle Readers Category: 2020

Themes
Family; Growing Up; New York City

Discussion Questions
1. In the beginning of the story, Amara desperately wants to visit New York City, knowing

that it’s a big part of her family’s roots. Is there some place that you’d like to visit that’s
part of your roots?

2. Amara’s relationship with her cousins is strained at times, because Amara’s life in
Oregon is very different from her cousins’ life in New York City. In what ways are their
lives different? In what ways are they similar? Do you identify with Amara, or with her
cousins? Why?

3. Why do you think the author titled the book Some Places More Than Others? The
phrase is used in the book, as well. What do you think it means?

4. How would you describe Amara in the beginning of the book? How has she changed
over the course of her journey to New York City?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SSome%20Places%20More%20Than%20Others%20by%20Renee%20Watson__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● The Long Ride by Marina Budhos
● As Brave as You by Jason Reynolds

Digital Resources
● Community Oral History Project: Amara learns how important it is to learn about your

roots. Take a look at the community oral history project, which features oral histories
from people in your community.

● Explora Middle School: Amara is obsessed with her kicks! Use this resource to
discover more about the history of sneakers!

Activities
1. Create your own suitcase project (or draw your own suitcase!) filled with your family’s

history, just like Amara does! What parts of your own family history would you want to
include?

2. Visit the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture online, just like Amara does
on her trip to New York. Did you know that Schomburg is one of four research libraries in
The New York Public Library? You can also visit other sites Amara visits throughout New
York City!

3. Amara loves sneakers and her dad works for Nike! Design your own sneakers. What
would they look like? What colors would you use? Would they be high tops or running
sneakers? It’s up to you!

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28The%20Long%20Ride%29%20a%3A%28marina%20budhos%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28as%20brave%20as%20you%29%20a%3A%28jason%20reynolds%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/help/community-outreach/oral-history
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/explora-middle
https://www.nypl.org/locations/schomburg


The Kane Chronicles by Rick Riordan

Availability
Print; e-Book

Synopsis
Brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane accidentally unleashes
the Egyptian god Set, who banishes the doctor to oblivion and
forces his two children to embark on a dangerous journey,
bringing them closer to the truth about their family and its links
to a secret order that has existed since the time of the
pharaohs. The Red Pyramid is the first in the series.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 650
● Genre: Genre: Mythological fiction; Action and

adventure; Fiction; Juvenile works
● Page Count: 519 p.; 40p. unnumbered
● Awards & Honors

○ Children's and Teen Choice Book Awards, 2011
○ SLJ Best Books of the Year
○ Pennsylvania Young Readers' Choice Award for Grades 6-8 (2012),
○ New Mexico Land of Enchantment Award for Young Adult (2012),
○ Carnegie Medal Nominee (2011),
○ Premio El Templo de las Mil Puertas for Mejor novela extranjera perteneciente a

saga (2011)

Themes
Mythology-Egyptian; Family Secret; Adventure; Death; World Travel; Siblings; Magic

Discussion Questions
1. Carter and his Sadie learned they have magical powers and are called upon to battle the

Egyptian Gods. If given these “Magical Powers,” do you think you would have the
courage to fight and hopefully win against these mighty Gods?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sthe%20red%20pyramid%20Rick%20Riordan__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.teachingbooks.net/tb.cgi?wid=48


2. Dr. Julius Kane, the father in this trilogy, is a brilliant Egyptologist who wants to make
things right for his family by trying an experiment? What do you think the experiment
might be?

3. In the book The Red Pyramid, Eygptian Gods are unleashed into the modern world.
Which Godly power would you like to have and why?

Additional Titles
● Check out the other titles in this series; The throne of fire; The Serpent's Shadow;

Brooklyn House magician's manual : your guide to Egyptian gods & creatures, glyphs &
spells, and more

● The lightning thief : the graphic novel by Rick Riordan ; adapted by Robert Venditti
● Infinity ring - A mutiny in time by James Dashner
● Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone by J.K. Rowling

Digital Resources
● FreedomFlix: Read and watch the creation of Ancient Egypt as well other Ancient

Civilizations.
● World History in Context: Dive deeper into Ancient Egypt’s civilization and the

influence it has on our modern world.
● The New York Public Library’s Digital Collection: Become an explorer by visiting our

digital library and looking into Egypt’s amazing history.

Activities
1. Rick Riordan’s Educator Guide provides educators with discussion questions, fun

activities, and much more.
2. Create an Egyptian Hieroglyphic art project by using Scholastic Teachable learning

material to support this activity.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21942566__SThe%20throne%20of%20fire__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21570874__SThe%20Serpent%27s%20Shadow__P0%2C2__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21531281__SBrooklyn%20house__Orightresult__U__X6?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21531281__SBrooklyn%20house__Orightresult__U__X6?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb18983328__SThe%20lightning%20thief%20Riordan%2C%20Rick__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb19652760__SA%20mutiny%20in%20time__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21610031__SHarry%20Potter%20and%20the%20sorcerer%27s%20stone__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/freedomflix
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/world-history-context
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://rickriordan.com/content/uploads/2016/04/kane-chronicles-teachers-guide-event-kit.pdf
https://teachables.scholastic.com/teachables/books/Hieroglyphic-Printing-and-Figure-Drawing-Art-Project-From-Egypt-9780439385329_005.html


Young Adult Titles



Miles Morales: Spider-man by Jason Reynolds

Availability
Print, Audiobook, e-Book, e-Audio

Synopsis
As a student at Brooklyn Visions Academy, Miles Morales
knows he's lucky. Not all kids get this opportunity,
especially not kids from his neighborhood. With his quirky
best friend Ganke, this school year is gonna be a blast.
Right? Wrong. Miles has a secret. He's actually
Spider-Man. Well not THE Spider-Man but A Spider-Man.
Pretty much the only Spider-Man in town now that Peter
Parker is gone. Miles is doing his best to save every little
old lady but it's getting to be too much. He's got more
important stuff to worry about like homework, girls, family,
the perfect Halloween costume, and girls. Did we mention
girls? Ok well maybe just one girl. But when Miles
accidentally discovers a villainous teacher's plan to turn

good kids bad, he will need to come to terms with his own destiny as the new SPIDER-MAN.

Teaching Information
● Lexile 710
● Genre Science Fiction
● Page Count 261
● Awards & Honors

○ Kirkus Starred Review
○ South Carolina Book Award Nominee for Junior Book

Themes
New York City, Superheroes, Marvel Universe

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21307521__SMiles%20Morales%3A%20Spider-man%20by%20Jason%20Reynolds__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. Miles has a strong sense of his neighborhood and its community. He travels to Brooklyn

to go to school, which has a very different kind of community. Miles struggles to find his
place in both. Have you ever felt pulled by two (or more) differing communities? How did
you reconcile it?

2. Ganke regularly tries to get Miles to use his super powers to make some extra money
(performing on the subway, hustling the basketball players). Why do you think Miles is so
reluctant to do it? If you had super abilities, how would you use them? Why?

3. What do you think of Alicia’s form of protest in Mr. Chamberlain’s class? What would
make you do something similar?

4. If the same story were told without the fantastical elements (no Spider-Man, no Warden
with supernatural powers), how true to life would you find it?

Additional Titles
● Loki: Where Mischief Lies by Mackenzi Lee
● Unstoppable Wasp by Sam Maggs
● Black Widow: Red Vengeance by Margaret Stohl
● Black Widow: Forever Red by Margaret Stohl
● Captain Marvel: Higher, Further, Faster by Liza Palmer

Digital Resources
● African American Experience: Miles is Black and Puerto Rican in the United States.

Read more about the African American experience here.
● Latino American Experience: Miles is Black and Puerto Rican in the United States.

Read more about the Latino American experience here.
● Teen Book Cloud: Read more comic books and graphic novels on Teen Book Cloud.

Activities
1. Imagine you're a superhero! Draw your self portrait in your costume. What is your origin

story? What sort of powers would you have? Who are your enemies?
2. There are many different spidermans. Imagine youre spiderman! How would you do

things differently? Would you do anything the same?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SLoki%3A%20Where%20Mischief%20Lies%20Mackenzi%20Lee__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SUnstoppable%20Wasp%20Sam%20Maggs__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SBlack%20Widow%3A%20Red%20Vengeance__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SBlack%20Widow%3A%20Forever%20Red%20margaret%20stohl__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SCaptain%20Marvel%3A%20Higher%2C%20Further%2C%20Faster%20Liza%20Palmer__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/african-american-experience
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/latino-american-experience
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/tumblebookcloud


Like a Love Story by Abdi Nazemian

Availability
Print, e-Book, e-Audio

Synopsis
Three friends with a mutual love for Madonna band together to
confront injustice at the height of the AIDS epidemic in New York
City.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: N/A
● Genre: First person narratives; Historical fiction; LGBTQIA

fiction; Multiple perspectives
● Page Count: 413 p.
● Awards & Honors

○ NYPL Best Books for Teens 2019
○ Best Fiction for Young Adults
○ Stonewall Honor Book Award

Themes
Coming out experiences; Immigrant experiences

Discussion Questions
1. How do familial bonds with both Reza and Art impact their growth and development

throughout the novel?
2. Familial and friendship bonds are frequently explored throughout the novel. Discuss how

love is defined and redefined with Reza, Judy and Art.
3. Art uses photography to document the AIDS crisis. Photography is Art’s chosen medium

for expression and activism. Are there any mediums that you use that help you find your
voice and express yourself?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Like%20a%20Love%20Story%29%20%28Abdi%20Nazemian%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● The Magic Fish by Le Nguyen Trung
● Tell Me Again How A Crush Should Feel by Sara Farizan
● Darius the Great is Not Okay by Adib Khorram

Digital Resources
● National Newspapers Premier: Search articles from the 1980s as primary resources to

help create a fuller world for the characters in the novel
● Search the Digital Collections: ACT UP New York records and discuss the photos,

posters and the activism done by the Lesbian and Gay Community Center in New York
City's Greenwich Village

Activities
● Share this is blog post with students Trans, Nonbinary and GNC Voices to Help you

Celebrate Pride and have them write a review of one of the titles to share with other
students

● Have students create their own poster boards for PRIDE month!

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28The%20Magic%20Fish%29%20%20%28Le%20Nguyen%20Trung%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Tell%20Me%20Again%20How%20A%20Crush%20Should%20Feel%20%29%20%20%28%20Sara%20Farizan%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Darius%20the%20Great%20Is%20Not%20Okay%29%20%20%28Adib%20Khorram%20%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/collections/act-up-new-york-records#/?tab=about
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2020/06/01/reading-trans-literary-landscape
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2020/06/01/reading-trans-literary-landscape


Dash & Lily's Book of Dares by Rachel Cohn and
David Levithian

Availability
Print, e-Book, e-Audio

Synopsis
Told in the alternating voices of Dash and Lily, two
sixteen-year-olds carry on a wintry scavenger hunt at
Christmas-time in New York, neither knowing quite what--or
who--they will find.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 860
● Genre: Books to TV; Multiple perspectives; Realistic

fiction
● Page Count: 260
● Awards & Honors:

○ ALA’s Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults

Themes
New York City, Romance, Adventure, Holidays

Discussion Questions
1. Have you watched the Netflix original series? How does it compare to the book, what

would you change, did you like the actors they hired to portray Dash and Lily?
2. Are there any dares that you and your friends would do?
3. Even though the story is completely unbelievable what drew you to keep reading this

story and why? Is it the romance, or the exciting adventure that takes place in New York
City between two teenagers? Or something else?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Dash%20%26%20Lily%27s%20book%20of%20dares%29%20%28rachel%20cohn%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Dash%20%26%20Lily%27s%20book%20of%20dares%29%20%28rachel%20cohn%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before by Jenny Han
● Now that I’ve Found You by Kristina Forest

Digital Resources
● Community Oral History Project: Meet NYC strangers and learn about their lives
● Check Out SimplyE to download all of Dash and Lily’s Adventures

Activities
1. Create a New York City scavenger hunt for students to conduct virtually that may help

them to explore and see New York City in a different way. Highlight New York City
Organizations and Museum Exhibits. Collaborate with your local librarian to help!

2. Have students make community maps and highlight places that they enjoy visiting with
their friends and loved ones. They could make maps using GoogleMaps or actually
drawing them!

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sto%20all%20the%20boys%20Ive%20loved%20before%20%2B%20jenny%20han__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SNow%20That%20I%27ve%20Found%20You%20forest%2C%20kristina__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/help/community-outreach/oral-history
https://www.nypl.org/books-music-movies/ebookcentral/simplye


Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo

Availability
Print, eBook, Digital audiobook

Synopsis
Camino Rios lives for the summers when her
father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But
this time, on the day when his plane is supposed
to land, Camino arrives at the airport to see
crowds of crying people ... In New York City,
Yahaira Rios is called to the principal's office,
where her mother is waiting to tell her that her
father, her hero, has died in a plane crash.
Separated by distance -- and Papi's secrets -- the
two girls are forced to face a new reality in which
their father is dead and their lives are forever
altered. And then, when it seems like they've lost
everything of their father, they learn of each other.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 800
● Genre: Novels in Verse, Realistic Fiction

● Page Count: 432 p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ 2020 Boston Globe–Horn Book Honor Book Award for Fiction and Poetry

Themes
Coping With Death; Multiple Perspectives

Discussion Questions
1. How do you think this story could be told in prose rather than verse? Would it be the

same story or an entirely different one?
2. Who is your favorite character in the book and why?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sclap%20when%20you%20land%20elizabeth%20acevedo__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Additional Titles
● One of the Good Ones by Maika Moulite
● The Summer Bed by Ann Brashares (previously published as The Whole Thing

Together)

Digital Resources
● EBSCO Newspaper Source: Use this resource to search for more information on the

2001 plane crash of Flight 587, which partly inspired the events in the novel.
● Literature Online: Explore this resource to find a poem about a subject or word related

to the plot or characters in the novel. Share your favorite poem or poet with the class.

Activities
1. Write a short paragraph (3-5 sentences) about something that happened to you. Now

rewrite the story in verse to make it a narrative poem. Which do you like better? Why?
2. Read a story from the frontpage of today’s newspaper (either in print or online). Use it as

inspiration to write a dialogue between two, fictional characters.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SOne%20of%20the%20Good%20Ones%20Maika%20Moulite__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Summer%20Bed%20ann%20brashares__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/newspaper-source-ebsco
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/literature-online


Punching the Air by Ibi Zoboi with Yusef Salaam

Availability
Print, e-Book, e-Audio

Synopsis

From award-winning, bestselling author Ibi Zoboi and
prison reform activist Yusef Salaam of the Exonerated
Five comes a powerful YA novel in verse about a boy
who is wrongfully incarcerated. The story that I thought
was my life didn't start on the day I was born. Amal
Shahid has always been an artist and a poet. But even
in a diverse art school, he's seen as disruptive and
unmotivated by a biased system. Then one fateful night,
an altercation in a gentrifying neighborhood escalates
into tragedy. "Boys just being boys" turns out to be true
only when those boys are white. The story that I think
will be my life starts today. Suddenly, at just sixteen

years old, Amal's bright future is upended: he is convicted of a crime he didn't commit and
sent to prison. Despair and rage almost sink him until he turns to the refuge of his words, his
art. This never should have been his story. But can he change it' With spellbinding lyricism,
award-winning author Ibi Zoboi and prison reform activist Yusef Salaam tell a moving and
deeply profound story about how one boy is able to maintain his humanity and fight for the
truth, in a system designed to strip him of both.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: NP0L
● Genre Historical Fiction, novel in verse
● Page Count: 386
● Awards & Honors

○ New York Times and USA Today bestseller
○ Walter Award Winner
○ Goodreads Finalist for Best Teen Book of the Year
○ Time Magazine Best Book of the Year
○ Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22268486__SPunching%20The%20Air__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def


○ Shelf Awareness Best Book of the Year
○ School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
○ Kirkus Best Book of the Year

Themes
New York City; Wrongfully Accused/Incarcerated; Systemic Racism

Discussion Questions
1. Amal observes that authorities at school, in the justice system, and the public at large,

do not see him, but rather construct a self they assign to him, “shaping me into / the
monster / they want me to be” (p. 16). Where does that monster image come from, and
why is it so easy to assign it to Amal?

2. When he is sentenced, Amal compares his life before this moment to Africa and says,
“maybe jail / is America” (p. 61). In “DNA,” he connects the shackles he wears leaving
the court to the shackles his ancestors wore (pp. 80–81). Discuss the connections
between his experience as a black youth in contemporary America and the experiences
of early Africans arriving in the Americas. What has changed, and where do we see
echoes of the past?

3. Compare the description of the black boys to the description of the white boys on page
202. Have you noticed these terms being used in the news and elsewhere? How do you
think these ideas and images—whether conscious or subconscious—affect our culture?
What about the criminal justice system? If these ideas are present in the minds of
individuals at every level—from schools to the public to the police force to the courts and
prisons—what will it take to transform the way black youth are viewed and treated?

4. In the poem “Brotherhood,” Kadon’s friends claim Amal, telling him, “You one of us now. /
You one of us” (p. 213). What do they mean? Why is it important to them that he identify
as one of them? Why does he come to accept it? What are the benefits and drawbacks
of joining a group in this environment? Compare the social dynamics and the violence
inside the detention center to what Amal experienced on the outside.

Additional Titles
● Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds
● People Kill People by Ellen Hopkins
● Monster by Walter Dean Myers

Digital Resources
● Biography in Context: Read about Yusuf Salaam and the rest of the Exonerated Five.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SLong%20Way%20Down%20Jason%20Reynolds__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SPeople%20Kill%20People%20ellen%20hopkins__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SMonster%20walter%20dean%20myers__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/biography-resource-center


● Opposing Viewpoints: Our justice system failed Yusuf Salaam and the rest of the
Exonerated Five. Learn more about the opposing viewpoints surrounding the United
States justice system.

Activities
1. Have you been wrongfully accused? Write a poem about how that felt. Why do you think

it happened? How did you prove your innocence?
2. Ibi Zoboi helped Yusuf Salaam write his story in verse for young readers. Interview a

friend or family member and help them write something about an experience they’ve
had.

https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/opposing-viewpoints-resource-center


The City We Became by N.K. Jemisin

Availability
Print, EBook, EAudio, Sound Recording

Synopsis
Five New Yorkers must come together in order to save their city
from destruction. Every great city has a soul. Some are ancient
as myths, and others are as new and destructive as children.
New York? She's got six. When a young man crosses the bridge
into New York City, something changes. He doesn't remember
who he is, where he's from, or even his own name. But he can
feel the pulse of the city, can see its history, can access its
magic. And he's not the only one. All across the boroughs,
strange things are happening. Something is threatening to
destroy the city and her six newborn avatars unless they can

come together and stop it once and for all.

Teaching Information
● Lexile N/A
● Genre African American fiction; Urban fantasy
● Page Count 437p
● Awards & Honors

Themes
New York City, Social Justice and Equality

Discussion Questions
1. Which borough and personality did you connect to the most and why? Do you think N.K.

Jemisin did each borough justice with their personalities? How would you change them if
you could?

2. Would you have preferred a straight story about a monster attacking New York City and
the five boroughs coming together to stop it or do you like how this novel weaves current
events and social justice issues making it a novel with a deeper meaning?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28The%20City%20We%20Became%29%20%28N.K.%20Jemisin%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


3. How does Jemisin take real life issues that are happening in our city, like gentrification,
rising rents, and racism and incorporate them into the story?

Additional Titles
● Lovecraft Country by Matt Ruff
● Brown Girl in the Ring by Nalo Hopkinson

Digital Resources
● Opposing Viewpoints: Learn about topics discussed in the novel like, white supremacy,

police brutality, and gentrification

Activities
1. Have students pick a borough and write a poem in which they describe the borough and

praise the borough. To make it more of a challenge have them write the poem as an
Ode.

2. Have students chose a social justice issue, like rising rents, gentrification, racism, gun
violence and write a short story or create a zine.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SLovecraft%20Country__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21729133__SBrown%20girl%20in%20the%20ring__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/opposing-viewpoints-resource-center
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/ode#:~:text=A%20formal%2C%20often%20ceremonious%20lyric,or%20Pindaric%20(Pindar%2C%20ca.&text=ode%20was%20a%20public%20poem,music%2C%20that%20celebrated%20athletic%20victories.


This Train Is Being Held by Ismée Williams

Availability
Print, eBook, eAudiobook

Synopsis
Told in two voices, ballet dancer and private school student
Isabelle Warren and poet and baseball star Alex Rosario grow
closer after meeting on a subway, bonding over their parents'
expectations and their own dreams.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: N/A
● Genre: Contemporary romances; Multiple perspectives
● Page Count: 289 p.

Themes
Own Voices, New York City, Family Life, Racial Profiling, Mental Illness

Discussion Questions
1. Alex and Isa met on the 1 train and they initially developed a great friendship. Have you

ever experienced something similar where you met someone in the supermarket,
laundromat, work, etc. and now you are very good friends?

2. Both Alex and Isa are from the Carribean. As you are reading the book, what are some
similarities and differences you notice between both cultures?

Additional Titles
● What if it’s us by Becky Albertalli
● Frankly in Love by David Yoon
● Don't Ask Me Where I'm From by Jennifer De Leon

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28this%20train%20is%20being%20held%29%20a%3A%28ismee%20williams%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28what%20if%20it%27s%20us%29%20%20%28becky%20albertalli%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28frankly%20in%20love%29%20%28david%20yoon%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__S%28Don%27t%20Ask%20Me%20Where%20I%27m%20From%29%20%28Jennifer%20De%20Leon%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Digital Resources
● Career Cruising: This interactive multimedia source features profiles and information on

hundreds of occupations, 2 and 4 year college and universities, and financial aid,
including scholarship opportunities.

● Latino American Experience: Covers history and culture from all the countries in Latin
America, the Caribbean, and the Iberian Peninsula, including content on modern-day
Latin American countries.

Activities
1. While Isa and Alex were stuck on the train, they decided to play a game. They each

needed to make up a story about one of the people on the train. Think about the time
you were in any public place and think about a person who stood out to you. What would
their story be based on what you see?

2. At the end of the book, Alex takes out the notebook his brother gave him. When he saw
Isa, he began to write. What do you think Alex wrote? Be creative!

https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/career-cruising
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/latino-american-experience


Audacity by Melanie Crowder

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
A historical fiction novel in verse detailing the life of Clara
Lemlich and her struggle for women's labor rights in the early
20th century in New York.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 1120L
● Genre: Historical fiction, novel in verse
● Page Count: 389 p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ A 2015 National Jewish Book Award finalist
○ An ILA Notable Book for a Global Society

○ A 2016 NCTE Children's Notable Verse Novel
○ A New York Public Library Best Book for Teens
○ An ALA Top 10 Best Fiction for Young Adults Pick
○ A BCCB Blue Ribbon winner

Themes
New York City, Labor Rights, Unions, Triangle Shirtwaist Factory

Discussion Questions
1. Clara taught herself to read and write when she was denied the opportunity to attend

school. The author has stated that this adversity early in Clara’s life played a large part in
shaping her tenacious spirit. What other notable historical figures were shaped by
dramatic experiences from their youth?

a. Discuss the disruption in education caused by the pandemic. How might this
event in young peoples’ lives shift their developing sense of self, the qualities that
define them, and their trajectory in life?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb20508539__SCrowder%2C%20Melanie.__P0%2C3__Orightresult__X4?lang=eng&suite=def


2. Explore the immigrant experience in the 1900s compared to now. What are some similar
aspects? What has changed since Clara’s Journey across Europe and the Atlantic and
into the United States in 1904?

3. What is a strike and why do they happen? Discuss recent strikes that have had a local
impact or that have made national headlines. What significant differences exist between
strikes in Clara’s time versus the strikes we see today? What has changed? What
hasn’t? In your opinion, what still needs to change?

4. This book is a work of historical fiction. Why do you think the author chose to tell Clara’s
story as a work of fact-based fiction, instead of strict nonfiction. What did the story gain
as a result of that artistic choice?

Additional Titles
● Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson
● The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney
● Clara Lemlich: A Strike Leader's Diary (DVD - available by appointment only)

Digital Resources
● Biography in Context: Audacity is historical fiction. Read more about the real life of

Clara Lemlich and the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory.
● Opposing Viewpoints: Clara Lemlich started a garment worker union in New York City.

Research more about the history of labor unions and society’s response to them.

Activities
1. Who in your family or ancestors were immigrants? Where did they come from? Write a

poem based on your experiences or theirs.
2. Imagine you’re going on strike. Create some slogans for your protest.
3. Newsies is a popular musical about striking in New York City. Try turning some of

Melane Crowder’s words into a song.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SBrown%20Girl%20Dreaming%20Jacqueline%20Woodson__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Red%20Pencil%20andrea%20davis%20pinkney__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb18055379__SClara%20Lemlich%3A%20A%20Strike%20Leader%27s%20Diary__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/biography-resource-center
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/opposing-viewpoints-resource-center


Shadowshaper by Daniel José Older

Availability
Print, e-Book
Languages: English, Spanish

Synopsis
When the murals painted on the walls of her Brooklyn
neighborhood start to change and fade in front of her, Sierra
Santiago realizes that something strange is going on—then
she discovers her Puerto Rican family are shadowshapers
and finds herself in a battle with an evil anthropologist for
the lives of her family and friends.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: HL690L
● Genre: Young Adult Fantasy

● Page Count: 297 p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ 2015 School Library Journal Best Books
○ Finalist for the 2015 Kirkus Prize
○ Publishers Weekly Best Children’s Books of 2015, Young Adult
○ Booklist 2015 Top 10 Books for Youth, Arts
○ SLJ’s Top Latino-themed Books 2015
○ The New York Times Notable Children’s Books of 2015, Young Adult
○ Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2015, Teen
○ Booklist Best Young Adult Books of 2015
○ Booklist Editor’s Choice 2015, Fiction

Themes
Paranormal; Magic; Families; New York City; Identity; Own Voices

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Sshadowshaper__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Discussion Questions
1. Sierra lives in Brooklyn. Have you ever been to any of the areas she describes, such as

Flatbush? Do your experiences of New York City reflect hers?
2. What is gentrification and how does it play a role in this story?
3. Shadowshaper is very much a fantasy novel. How does it compare to other fantasy

novels you have read? What are some similarities and differences? Many fantasy novels
are criticized for focusing on white characters. Do you think Older manages to represent
the diversity of New York City in an accurate way? How? Give specific examples.

4. Figurative language and detailed descriptions are often used in fantasy novels to allow
the reader to envision the story. Which descriptions or examples of figurative language
do you find the most captivating?

Additional Titles
● Shadowhouse Fall and Shadowshaper Legacy by Daniel José Older (completes the

trilogy)
● Dread Nation by Justina Ireland
● The Chaos by Nalo Hopkinson

Digital Resources
● SimplyE: Check out the rest of the Shadowshaper series on SimplyE, The New York

Public Library’s e-reader app. SimplyE is available for download on iOS and Android.
● Oxford Art Online: If you’re interested in art, check out Oxford Art Online, where you

can access digital prints and images, as well as a glossary of art terms and more!

Activities
1. Art and graffiti are very important to the overall narrative of the book. Try your hand at

drawing one of the murals described in the book!
2. Identity is a major theme within this novel. Write a poem that explores your own identity.

How would you describe yourself? How do you want people to see you and how do you
see yourself?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28Shadowhouse%20Fall%29%20a%3A%28daniel%20jose%20older%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28Shadowshaper%20Legacy%29%20a%3A%28daniel%20jose%20older%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28Dread%20Nation%29%20a%3A%28justina%20ireland%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28The%20Chaos%29%20a%3A%28nalo%20hopkinson%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://www.nypl.org/books-music-movies/ebookcentral/simplye
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/oxford-art-online


Almost American Girl by Robin Ha

Availability
Print, e-Book

Synopsis
Moving abruptly from Seoul to Alabama, a Korean teen
struggles in a hostile blended home and a new school where
she does not speak English before forging unexpected
connections in a local comic drawing class.

Teaching Information
● Lexile: 760

● Genre: Graphic Novel
● Page Count: 227p.
● Awards & Honors:

○ Walter Dean Myers Award for Outstanding Children’s Literature
○ Notable Children's Books
○ Great Graphic Novels for Teens
○ CCBC Choices
○ Recent Book Award Winners & Honorees
○ Junior Library Guild Selections
○ SLJ Best Books of the Year
○ School Library Journal Best Nonfiction Books: 2020
○ YALSA Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers: 2021

Themes
Young Adult Biography; Korean-American families: American experience; Immigration; Own
voices

Discussion Questions
1. In Almost American girl, Robin moved to America leaving her family, friends, and the life

she knows behind. How would you feel if you had to move to a new place not knowing
anyone?

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SAlmost%20American%20Girl%20Robin%20Ha__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


2. As an immigrant teen, Robin struggles to fit into the American culture and make new
friends. What are some of the things Americans can do to make newcomers to our
country feel welcomed?

3. Robin Ha, the Author of Almost American Girl has been open about her experiences as
an immigrant. If you had the opportunity, what question would you like to ask Ms.Ha?

Additional Titles:
● American born Chinese by Gene Luen Yang
● The distance between us by Reyna Grande
● How I discovered poetry by Marilyn Nelson

Digital Resources
● New York Public Library Overdrive: Making Comics is an e-Book that provides readers

with step-by-step instructions and information to draw comic images.
● Mango Languages: To learn how to speak Koren and other languages from around the

world.
● World History in Context: Discover the history of S.Korea, its customs and rituals.
● Visit NYPL’s Blog: Nine YA Novels For Immigrant Heritage Week.

Activities:

1. Robin created the Graphic Novel Almost American girl to discuss her experiences as an
immigrant in a new country and making new connections. Design a comic book that
represents you and where you come from.

2. Make a scrapbook celebrating some of your favorite places you have visited or countries
you would like to visit in the future.

3. Curate a playlist of your favorite K-pop songs for American listeners and an American
Playlist for Korean Listeners.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb19193821__SAmerican%20born%20Chinese%20Yang%2C%20Gene%20Luen__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21048671__SThe%20distance%20between%20us%20Grande%2C%20Reyna__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21770720__SHow%20I%20discovered%20poetry%20Nelson%2C%20Marilyn__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://nypl.overdrive.com/
https://nypl.overdrive.com/media/5820434
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/mango-languages
https://www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases/world-history-context
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2019/04/09/immigrant-fiction-ya-teens


Additional Recommended Titles
*Synopses from The New York Public Library Catalog

Tani's New Home: A Refugee Finds Hope and Kindness in America by Tanitoluwa
Adewumi and illustrated by Courtney Dawson
"The incredible true story of Tani Adewumi, a Nigerian refugee who garnered international news
coverage after winning the New York State Chess Championship at the age of eight. Tani's story
of finding a new life in America reminds children that perseverance and hope make a
difference--and small acts of kindness can make the world a better place" —Provided by
publisher.

City Green by DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan
Marcy and Miss Rosa start a campaign to clean up an empty lot and turn it into a community
garden.

Lost In NYC: A Subway Adventure by Nadja Spiegelman and illustrated by Sergio Garcia
Sanchez
"After getting separated from his teacher, his classmates, and his trip partner during an outing to
the Empire State Building, Pablo, the new kid in school, learns to navigate the New York City
subway system as well as his own feelings towards making new friends and living in a big city."
—Provided by publisher.

A Poem for Peter by Andrea Davis Pinkney and illustrated by Lou Fanchier and Steve
Johnson
"A celebration of the extraordinary life of Ezra Jack Keats, creator of The Snowy Day"—
Provided by publisher.

Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls by Elena Favilli
A lavishly photographed motivational treasury of true bedtime tales shares events in the lives of
100 diverse women who have shaped the world, from Asma Khan and Madeline Albright to
Rihanna and Josephine Baker.

B Is For Brooklyn by Selina Alko
An ABC tour of the New York borough celebrates a range of definitive regional highlights, from
Coney Island and Prospect Park to jazz music and bagels, in a colorful tribute to urban culture
and community that invites youngsters to identify familiar aspects of their own neighborhood
lives.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__STani%27s%20New%20Home%3A%20A%20Refugee%20Finds%20Hope%20and%20Kindness%20in%20America%20__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21797968__SCity%20Green%20DyAnne%20DiSalvo-Ryan__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21717341__SLost%20In%20NYC%3A%20A%20Subway%20Adventure__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SA%20Poem%20for%20Peter__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SGood%20Night%20Stories%20for%20Rebel%20Girls%20Elena%20Favilli__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SB%20Is%20For%20Brooklyn%20Selina%20Alko__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


Once Upon an Eid by S.K. Ali and edited by Aisha Saeed
"Once upon an Eid is a collection of short stories that showcases the most brilliant Muslim
voices writing today, all about the most joyful holiday of the year: Eid! Eid: The short,
single-syllable word conjures up a variety of feelings and memories for Muslims. Maybe it's
waking up to the sound of frying samosas and simmering pistachio kheer, maybe it's the
pleasure of putting on a new outfit for Eid prayers, or maybe it's the gift giving and holiday
parties to come that day. Whatever it may be, for those who cherish this day of celebration, the
emotional responses may be summed up in another short and sweet word: joy. The anthology
will also include a poem, graphic-novel chapter, and spot illustrations" —Provided by publisher.

My Family Divided: One Girl's Journey of Home, Loss, and Hope by Diane Guerrero with
Erica Moroz
"The star of Orange Is the New Black and Jane the Virgin, Diane Guerrero presents her
personal story in this middle grade memoir about her parents' deportation and the nightmarish
struggles of undocumented immigrants and their American children" —Provided by publisher.

COG by Greg van Eekhout
"After an accident leaves him damaged and separated from his scientist caregiver, a young
android recruits four robot accomplices and embarks on a cross-country road trip to reunite with
her" —Provided by publisher.

Mega Robo Bros by Neill Cameron
"London. The future. Alex and Freddy are just like any other brothers. They squabble. They
drive their parents crazy. There's only one difference. They're the most powerful robots on
Earth. But Alex and Freddy will soon discover that they're not the only super-powered robots
around. For an evil robotic mind is making sinister plans, and their lives won't stay peaceful for
much longer" —Provided by publisher.

Cities: Discover How They Work by Kathleen M. Reilly and illustrated by Tom Casteel
Profiles the systems that work together to keep urban areas running safely, discussing how
cities have evolved since the first riverside settlements while outlining projects that explain facts
about transportation, water systems, and architecture.

Goodbye Stranger by Rebecca Stead
This brilliant novel by Newbery Medal winner Rebecca Stead explores multiple perspectives on
the bonds and limits of friendship. Bridge is an accident survivor who's wondering why she's still
alive. Emily has new curves and an almost-boyfriend who wants a certain kind of picture.
Tabitha sees through everybody's games--or so she tells the world. The three girls are best
friends with one rule: No fighting. Can it get them through seventh grade? This year everything
is different for Sherm Russo as he gets to know Bridge Barsamian. What does it mean to fall for
a girl--as a friend? On Valentine's Day, an unnamed high school girl struggles with a betrayal.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SOnce%20Upon%20an%20Eid__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SMy%20Family%20Divided%3A%20One%20Girl%27s%20Journey%20of%20Home%2C%20Loss%2C%20and%20Hope__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SCOG%20Greg%20van%20Eekhout__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21489404__SMega%20Robo%20Bros%20by%20Neill%20Cameron__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb20054389__SCities%3A%20Discover%20How%20They%20Work__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SGoodbye%20Stranger%20rebecca%20stead__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def


How long can she hide in plain sight? Each memorable character navigates the challenges of
love and change in this captivating novel.

The Gravity of Us by Phil Stamper
When his volatile father is picked to become an astronaut for NASA's mission to Mars,
seventeen-year-old Cal, an aspiring journalist, reluctantly moves from Brooklyn to Houston,
Texas, and looks for a story to report, finding an ally (and crush) in Jeremy, the son of another
astronaut.

Flyy Girls by Ashley Woodfolk
Meet the Flyy Girls. The group of girls who seem like they can get away with anything. Veteran
author Ashley Woodfolk pens a gorgeous and dynamic series of four Harlem highschoolers,
each facing a crossroads of friendship, family, and love.

Flamer by Mike Curato
"It's the summer between middle school and high school, and Aiden Navarro is away at camp.
Everyone's going through changes--but for Aiden, the stakes feel higher. As he navigates
friendships, deals with bullies, and spends time with Elias (a boy he can't stop thinking about),
he finds himself on a path of self-discovery and acceptance." —Page [4] of cover

The Diviners by Libba Bray
Seventeen-year-old Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is exiled from small-town Ohio to New York
City in 1926, even when a rash of occult-based murders thrusts Evie and her uncle, curator of
The Museum of American Folklore, Superstition, and the Occult, into the thick of the
investigation.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Gravity%20of%20Us%20Phil%20Stamper__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SFlyy%20Girls__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SFlamer%20Mike%20Curato__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__SThe%20Diviners%20Libba%20Bray__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def

